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Some four years ago it was suggested that in the new generation

of heavy ion accelerator storage rings for multiply charged ions one

may well attain internal temperatures that would correspond to very

cold plasmas-1-). I was fortunate to have had an opportunity to

collaborate during 1986-87 with the late Aneesur Rahman, and we

adapted the Molecular Dynamics method to the calculation of the

properties of cold beams^).

Ions in a storage ring are confined to a mean orbit by focusing

elements. To a first approximation these may be described by a

constant harmonic restoring force: F = -K r. If the particles in the

frame moving along with the beam have small random thermal energies,

then they will occupy a cylindrical volume around the mean orbit and

the focusing force will be balanced by- that from the mutual repulsion

of the particles. Inside the cylinder only residual two-particle

interactions will play a significant role and some form of ordering

might be expected to take place.

The results of some of the first MD calculations^) showed a

surprising result: not only were the particles arranged in the form

of a tube, but they formed well-defined layers: concentric shells,

with the particles in each shell arranged in a hexagonal lattice that
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is characteristic of two-dimensional Coulomb systems. These patterns

are shown in figure 1.

The radial size of these cold systems grows gradually with

particle number. At a low number of particles per unit length the

particles do not repel each other sufficiently and sit on the axis.

Above a critical density they push each other away from the axis to a

finite radius, forming a series of different patterns. The

approximate hexagonal arrangement shows up rather quickly, and various

helical patterns appear as the number of hexagons per turn increases.

At a certain value of linear particle density radius of the cylinder

reaches a value such that particles again start appearing on the axis.

Then more shells develop, up to eight distinct shells have been

observed in the MD simulations. The shell structure does not appear

at a well defined temperature, but seems to emerges gradually, as may

be seen from the beam profiles at different temperatures in figure 2.

This property of confined ionic systems to form an outer layer

parallel to an equipotential surface, with further parallel layers on

the inside, seems to be quite general^'^. For a three-dimensional

confining force that is isotropic, one also obtains layers: spherical

shells, again with hexagonal order within each shell.- With few

particles, isotrcpic confinement produces the geometrical shapes shown

in figure 3, simple patterns at a fixed distance from the origin (note

that these shapes are not necessarily trivial, for instance the

minimum configuration for eight particles is not a cube, as was

predicted by some). A new particle first appears in the center for a

system with 13 particles, a second one for 20, and these gradually

grow into a new central object.

All these systems have in common the layered structures and the

hexagonal pattern within the layers. Yet, when one tries to determine

the overall structure of how particles in the different layers arrange

themselves with respect to each other, the correlation function

suggests an approximate bcc symmetry; the pattern of crystallization

of cold one-component plasmas. The hexagonal pattern does not map



into a bcc lattice — so the two must be approximate and these

structures have mixed, approximate symmetries.

If the confining forces are spacially anisotropic, similar

structures are obtained, elliptically or spheroidally deformed.

DYNAMIC EFFECTS

For a beam of particles the systems is quite elastic for radial

distortions and oscillations can be induced4). The frequency is

different from the betatron oscillation (the motion of an isolated

particle in the focusing field) because of the effect of space charge.

Empirically the frequency seems constant at TT times the betatron

frequency and independent of the linear particle density. Although

the damping of this mode has not been studied carefully, it is clearly

small on the time scale of many betatron periods.

Since space-charge effects couple, the horizontal and vertical

size of the beam, there is also a radial quadrupole mode that also

persists for long times with a period that is very close to the

betatron period, also independent of particle number. -

The problems with attaining the ordered patterns seen in the MD

calculations are associated with the real features of the storage

rings5). Three major problems are:

a) the shear associated with rotation, that was mentioned above,

b) the fact that the focusing lattice of an accelerator is not

constant in time but consists of a series of focusing

elements,

c) that the cooling in a storage ring is not constant, but is

applied only once per revolution, and that cooling forces act

only in the direction of the beam and not three-dimensionally

as was done in the MD calculations discussed so far.

The fact that the particles in a beam are moving within a storage

ring and have to follow a closed path, means that for a pair of

particles travelling side by side at the same velocity (set by the



beam cooling), the outer one is at a slightly larger radius and will

lag behind its inner neighbor. For a typical ring the system will not

survive the resultant shear without slipping. Only for a very large

ring, such as RHIC, with a betatron tune of 30, would larger systems

survive without slipping.

A MD calculation with a beam of finite width was allowed to

proceed with appropriate shear imposed. This was done with cooling

only along the direction of motion. The system settled only very

slowly, and gradually a pattern of threads of particles shown in

figure & emerged. The particles are still roughly along the

cylindrical layers seen in the static case, but they become segregated

into individual threads to minimize their interaction as they slip

past each other. It is interesting to note that the arrangement

between the threads is again a hexagonal one.

Other possibilities remain. For instance, if one could introduce

a slight gradient in the cooling, to have particles on the. outside

travel somewhat faster than those on the inside, then this shear would

be absent.

Another complication of storage rings is the time dependent

focusing field of an accelerator lattice. A full simulation has not

been attempted, but an approximation to the time dependence has been

explored. The particles oscillate, but eventually settle into an

ordered pattern as before. Apparently the system settles into a mode

in which the radial layers oscillate coherently and smoothly and the

ordering is almost as good as for static focusing. This is also true

if cooling is allowed to act only once per cyclotron orbit.-*)

If it were possible to detect the radial modes of a beam dis-

cussed above, this could be a rather useful technique for determining

the temperature regime of the beam. Beyond that, the shell structure

may be observable directly, as it was in the Boulder experiments'*,

with fluorescent light. The finer details of structure would have to

be observed with diffraction measurements with visible light, which

does not seem to be unreasonable considering the size of spacings one

has to deal with. But diagnostic techniques that involve the



scattering of light would require that the particles not be fully

ionized, and this may present some problems at particular facilities.

One can speculate of more farfetched techniques; of extracting

the beam and detecting its structure directly, even of super-

channelling between two colliding condensed beams.

Condensed layered structures have now been observed in ion

traps6), and many of the features that one is anticipating for storage

rings should have their counterpart in these systems. The competition

and interplay between the two rather different techniques should have

a beneficial effect on the pursuit of our understanding of this new

form of condensed matter.
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Figure 1. Arrangement of particles from a MD
simulation of a cold beam with constant focus-
ing- The top shows the projection of the beam
onto a perpendicular plane, the bottom shows the
particles in one (the outer) shell along the
mantle of the cylinder.
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Figure 2. The radial density profile of particles at
different temperatures from MD simulations.
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Figure 3. Arrangement of few particle
systems in isotropic confinement.
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Figure 4. Projection of parti-
cles from MD simulations for beams
subjected to shear, with various
linear densities. The projection
is onto a plane perpendicular to
the beam axis, the applied shear,
to simulate the bending of the
beam in a storage-ring, is across
the horizontal direction.


